
HOUSERIDER

Venue Burgerweeshuis

Bagijnenstraat 9

7411PT Deventer

The Netherlands

0031 (0)570 61 91 98

production@burgerweeshuis.nl

Parking There is limited space for parking, carpool as much as possible so everybody 

will fit onto our parkingfacility. Vehicals bigger than a van (e.g.: extanded 

vans longer than 6m (small) stucks, nightlingers) won't fit on our 

parkingfacility. We'll arrange a parking permit for you. Please send the 

registation of the vehicle at least 4 days prior to the show to: 

production@burgerweeshuis.nl (note: no registration = no permit).  

Load in & load out Burgerweeshuis is situated in a residential area. Loading in and out needs to 

be as quiet as possible. Thank you for understanding

Dressingrooms 2 lockable dressingrooms with shower and toilet. Availability is subject to our 

programming

Dinner Burgerweeshuis has an in-house kitchen. Please let us know the size of the 

travelpary and number of vegetarians or other diets we need to be aware of.

Wifi Available. Ask for password

Payment Wire transfer is preferred. Agree the way of payment with the promotor or 

production manager in advance. In order to make the payment to the artists, 

passport copies are manditory at all times. 

Technical Specs are available for download at 

http://www.burgerweeshuis.nl/info/artistinfo

Legal dB limit Main hall: MAX 103 dB(A)

Cafe: MAX 92 dB(A)

Capacity Main hall: 450 - 500 persons

Cafe: approximately 75 persons

Backdrop or video Due to the limited stage clearance of 2,80 meters, a backdrop or video is not 

always possible. Please contact the production manager in advance to 

discuss what will work for your show.

Barriers Available in the main hall, on request only. Barriers will effect capacity and 

may effect costs.

Merchandise A well lit spot will be available in the hallway. No fee, but limited space (6m2)

Prohibited Pyrotechnics, feathers, confetti, animals, smoking indoor, stage invasions 

etc. 
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